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2021 State of the Science Summit - Colorectal Cancer Alliance 

Meeting Summary  
October 4, 2021 

 

 
Executive Overview 
 
The Colorectal Cancer Alliance (Alliance) held its inaugural State of the Science Summit on October 4, 2021.  

There were 56 registrants for the virtual event who brought a range of expertise and perspectives: 11 had 

personal CRC experience, 26 were clinicians and/or investigators, and 11 were advocacy/pharma or 

institutional leaders. Altogether, there were 35 institutions representing 17 states.  The goal of the summit 

was to define actionable scientific objectives to pursue over the next 5 years that will address key gaps and 

make measurable advances in diagnosis, treatment, screening, and care. A review of the colorectal cancer 

(CRC) landscape was provided to set the stage for the discussion which took place in breakout sessions of 

around a dozen experts.  

 

Three breakout sessions addressed 1) diagnostics; 2) new targets/therapies, and, 3) equitable 

implementation of screening and care.   Participants in each defined gaps and opportunities and discussed 

critical, provocative questions as well as funding strategies Wide-ranging discussions were held in the 

breakout groups and the results presented to all summit participants.  A few research objectives stand out 

from the many ideas put forward. These include advancing the understanding of ctDNA; AI-driven study of 

multiple tumor features to fill gaps in understanding of CRC; and developing evidence-based interventions 

to overcome trial disparities.  There was support for interdisciplinary teams and for early career 

investigators.  Likewise, collating existing data and sharing it was a common theme.  While not the main 

focus of the meeting, there were several advocacy and infrastructure suggestions to accelerate CRC 

progress. 

 

This meeting report summarizes the 2021 State of the Science Summit event for broad dissemination.  The 

results from the summit along with other inputs will be used to inform scientific objectives and key funding 

strategies for the Alliance to establish the largest return on a $30 million research investment over the 

next 5 years, and the most meaningful impact towards a cure. 
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2021 State of the Science Summit Meeting Summary 
 
 
Welcome & Summit Goals 
 
Michael Sapienza, Alliance CEO 
Michael Sapienza, CEO of the Colorectal Cancer Alliance, welcomed everyone to the Summit and shared his 

“why”: His mom was diagnosed with CRC in 2006 and died in 2009. While sick, she said “I just want to live.” 
CRC is still not getting the funding or attention it deserves, with virtually no change in funding between 
2006 and 2018, in contrast to other cancers, some of which have seen 30% increases in funding. Sapienza 

described the Alliance’s commitment of $30 million in research funding over the next five years and the 
purpose of the day’s event: to look at the research landscape, see what has been done, and determine 
how the Alliance can move the needle forward.  

 
Scott Kopetz MD PhD, MD Anderson Cancer Center 
Summit co-chair Dr. Scott Kopetz, on behalf of himself and co-chair Dr. Nilofer Azad, welcomed attendees 

with a charge to think about how we can accelerate progress, address barriers, and rally the community. 
He encouraged attendees to think beyond traditional grant mechanisms, to be disruptive, and to address 
barriers beyond what a traditional NIH grant can do.  
 

Alliance Overview 
  
Andrea Goodman, VP of Patient Support and Research Strategy 
Andrea Goodman, VP of Patient Support and Research Strategy, welcomed attendees and noted that 56 
people registered for the summit. Of those, 11 had personal CRC experience, 26 were clinicians and/or 
investigators, and 11 were advocacy/pharma or institutional leaders. There were 35 institutions 

represented across 17 states.  
 
Goodman reviewed the Alliance's Screen, Care, and Cure pillar portfolios and noted the ways in which the 

research portfolio and Summit discussion would impact all three pillars. Within the “Screen” pillar, 
Goodman highlighted the prevention focus and the goal of saving 100,000 lives by 2029. She described an 
initiative to rebrand colorectal cancer, reduce the stigma and change conversation, along with a 

personalized decision-making tool (quiz.getscreened.org). The “Care” pillar aims to support 750,000 
patients and families by 2024 via certified navigators providing a variety of support and a one -stop-shop 
website called Precision Platform to allow people to tap into all of the support seamlessly. Goodman noted 

that the “Cure” pillar would be the one most talked about today; it involves the $30 million in funding to 
be used by 2024. 
 
 

 

  

http://quiz.getscreened.org/
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Keynote Address 
 
John Marshall MD, Georgetown University 
Dr. John Marshall presented the Summit’s Keynote Address. Marshall described how he “hates October,” 
Breast Cancer Awareness Month, because it reminds him of how much attention and funding there are for 

breast cancer. He wants the same to be true for CRC.  
 
Marshall described the many changes that have occurred in our understanding of CRC between 2010 and 

2020, including a recognition over that time that cancer is polyclonal, the increased use of immune 
therapies, broader use of genetic testing, acceptance of smaller single arm trials, enthusiasm about the 
microbiome, the increased expense of cancer care, and an increased emotional toll on cancer care 

providers.  
 
Marshall sees the future of cancer care as big molecular data, increasingly remote/robotic medicine, 
provider shortages, more molecular profiling, the continued harnessing of the immune system, cell 

therapies, and monoclonal antibodies with “payloads.” He expressed concern over a “total loss of control 
over research,” as the entities funding studies now tell academics what to do, which has taken away their 
ability to do critical research. Regaining control, hopefully with the help of the Alliance, is critical.  

 
Marshall encouraged attendees to consider cancer as a global issue, with major disparities between care 
received by the “haves” and the “have nots” around the world. Often people in other countries participate 

in clinical trials for medicines they do not then get to use. 
 
Marshall shared his opinion that there is a dysfunctional link between FDA approval and CMS payment for 

drugs presenting a major barrier to appropriately assessing the value of medicines. In his view, other 
places in the world, like Great Britain, do this better. U.S. citizens are paying for this process, which impacts 
middle-class wages.  
 

Marshall shared data showing that GI cancers are in fact the most common and fatal ones on our planet 
and that CRC is most common of those. He explained that the former model of colon cancer which drives 
the current screening mechanism is “not really right for all of our cancers” and that strategies must evolve 

given evolving insight into CRC biology.  
 
Marshall described many aspects of CRC that we have been wrong about over the last 20-25 years, such as 

the understanding of the adjuvant setting, use of Levamisole, prevention of neuropathy with magnesium, 
right versus left, EGFR targeting, and depth of response. He felt that “we have been too easily distracted by 
the shiny objects” and that GI cancer researchers need to be more competitive and less nice  to challenge 

each other towards better answers. He expressed that GI cancer researchers have not always learned from 
their mistakes and often have a herd mentality.  
 

Marshall described how the change in screening age to 45 is not the right cutoff, and was already the 
cutoff for African Americans but was not getting done. Colonoscopies still have a bad reputation including 
in popular media; people see them as distracting, painful, and unpleasant, rather than a life-saving step.  
 

Despite the challenges, we have made progress in recent decades. Survival rates have increased. We have 
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led the way in curing some patients with metastatic colon cancer. We have divided colon cancer into 
molecular subtypes and expect to discover more. We have identified genomic markers in CRC, which will 

hopefully become more powerful drivers of progress. We have lists of therapies approved for metastatic 
disease. Despite these advances, 50,000 people still die annually in the U.S. 
 

Marshall reviewed current “Hot Topics,” including Circulating Tumor DNA (ctDNA)  and the microbiome. 
There has been a major culture change of phase 3 trials being less necessary and that “right target, right 
drug, clear benefit” can lead to FDA approval. In the past, no one would deviate from current standards in 
an adjuvant setting without a big, randomized trial; now even a small clinical trial can change practice. 

Some subgroups have been created that “we have no idea how to treat.” This is an opportunity.   
 
Marshall asked, “Can all Colon Cancer be Cured?” He expressed the need to have all hands on deck, but 

that competition between investigators is healthy and needed. He weighed the pros and cons of an 
incremental versus a transformative approach. This $30 million from the Alliance is not enough to fund all 
that is needed and should be used to draw other money in. It will need to be decided how to divide the 

focus/funds on prevention, early detection, and treatment.  
 
Marshall proposed his thoughts for allocating CRC research funds as “The Marshall Plan: 

● With $30 million, fund 10 CRC Alliance Centers of Excellence at $1 million in support over five years, 
and a mandate to provide matching funds, collaborate with other centers, do innovative 
translational science internally, and have a project in health disparities.  

● Develop strategic partnerships with industry tied to mutual investment and return. We cannot fund 
clinical research but “we can mobilize the army.” We can also publicly rank clinical trials to 
incentivize people to do more innovative research and develop clinical trial guidelines. 

● Provide $10 million over five years to academic centers, requiring additional institutional support, 

and primarily targeting junior and mid- career clinicians focusing on colorectal cancer.  
● Develop a national second opinion/tumor board to make sure all patients and providers have the 

latest advice.   

● Maintain a philanthropy target equal to the annual investment.  
 
Marshall described what he thought the “initial major research focus” topics should be: (1) Screening – 

something to replace colonoscopies, (2) Prevention/Therapy - understand role of microbiome, and (3) 
Novel Therapies/Therapeutic Efficiency – AI/machine learning on expanded datasets.    
 

 
Landscape Themes and Workshop Goals 
 
Louise M Perkins PhD, CSO Emerita LLC 
Dr. Perkins launched a poll asking attendees how they were feeling about the rest of the day and the 
challenge ahead. Were they: inspired, intrigued, hopeful, discouraged, tired? Most responses were 

positive.  
 
Perkins described the research landscape and the environmental scan that she conducted in advance of 

the Summit. This included looking at literature, the ROI on Alliance programs to date, the CRC funding 
landscape overall, and doing 21 one-hour interviews with experts. She was surprised in looking at the 
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research not to see the major differences she had expected in biological understanding leading to new 
targets and treatments.  

 
Perkins shared data showing how NIH funding currently dominates CRC research in the U.S. In addition, 
compared to other cancers, CRC funding was unchanged from 2006 to 2018. For example, breast & lung 

cancer saw notable increases and two less-common cancers, melanoma & pancreatic, experienced major 
increases. She conjectured that the latter could be due to having highly engaged and active nonprofits. 
Nonprofits can drive change in the field and be leveraged to get funding from other sources  thus setting 
the stage for the Alliance to catalyze significant funding for CRC.  

 
Perkins explained that she conducted interviews with a range of experts in academia, industry, NCI/FDA, 
patients, and nonprofits. They were asked about (1) CRC scientific environment now and in the future (2) 

top CRC research challenges and ways to overcome them and (3) most important scientific research 
funding approaches for the Alliance. The focus was on what to fund and how to fund it.  
 

Based on the expert insights and landscape review, three themes emerged for discussion in the day’s 
breakout sessions. Perkins described that the goals of the breakout workshops later in the afternoon 
would be to “define actionable scientific objectives for research that will have meaningful impact on the 

field over the next five years” in the following three areas: 
 1. Diagnostics, prognostics, and markers of response  
 2. New targets and improved therapies  

 3. Precise and equitable implementation of screening and care  
 
Perkins introduced the next part of the day, the Networking lunch. There were four groups, as follows: 

1. Early Career Investigator Networking: Discuss your research and topics like mentorship, funding, 

and promotions. Moderator: Dr. J Joshua Smith  
2. The Pandemic and CRC: Patients, caregivers and clinicians discuss what's worked and what hasn't 
during this difficult time. Moderator: Ali Miller, CCA 

3. Partners in progress: A friendly meet and greet to talk about general challenges and solutions to 
overcome them. Moderator: Louise Perkins, CCA Consultant 
4. Patient wisdom & lens: Patients to share their insights and wisdom with other stakeholders. 

Moderator: Kim Newcomer, CCA 
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Networking lunch report & breakout session process re-cap 
 
Networking lunch report 
Kopetz presented a brief summary of each of the networking lunch meetings.  

● In the Early Career Investigator group, there was interest in multi-institutional grant funding 

mechanisms to promote more collaboration between centers, including collection and sharing of 
biospecimens, as well as discussion about the value of visiting professorships.  

● The Pandemic and CRC group talked about some of the benefits of the pandemic, such as increases 

in remote consenting, telemedicine, distributed testing/imaging, shipping of oral medications, and 
more broadly available supportive services. Conversely the pandemic also resulted in delayed 
diagnoses, delayed research, and a lack of momentum due to the inability to be together in person.  

● The Partners in Progress group discussed various challenges/solutions including the need to 
advance blood-based early detection testing by partnering with primary care providers to improve 
uptake. The main takeaway was a need for an awareness campaign, and ensuring that if demand 

among is created, providers are willing and able to do a screening when patients come in.  
● In the Patient Wisdom and Lens group, there were discussions about apps, medical translators, the 

need to communicate basic knowledge of newly diagnosed patients, and how better to engage 
patients in the designs of clinical trials.   

 

Breakout Session process re-cap 
Perkins reminded attendees that the goal of the afternoon breakout sessions was to define actionable 

scientific objectives for research that will have meaningful impact on the field over the next 5 years in the 
following areas: 
 1. Diagnostics, prognostics, and markers of response  

 2. New targets and improved therapies  
 3. Precise and equitable implementation of screening and care 
 

Each group is to review the landscape findings; identify any additional gaps or opportunities; and frame 
critical, provocative questions. They will then define what to fund to address gaps and accelerate progress 
in the next five years. Next, they should describe how the Alliance should fund to have the most impact.    

 

Breakout Session results overview 
 
Each breakout session was led by two co-moderators and included between 10 and 15 participants 
representing the range of stakeholders participating in the meeting. Several issues arose in common across 
each group during the nearly two-hour planning sessions. These included a role for the Alliance to 
accelerate progress, by: 1) reducing silos and promoting collaboration at all levels; 2) addressing diversity 

issues across the spectrum from research samples and models to care and clinical trials; and, 3) driving 
information sharing and use of data in hand now development of new data to fill critical gaps. 
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Breakout Session reports and discussion 
 
Scott Kopetz MD PhD, MD Anderson Cancer Center 
Nilofer Azad MD, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine 
Summit co-chairs Azad and Kopetz moderated a reporting and discussion session when the whole group 

reconvened. Breakout session leaders each presented summaries of their breakout group’s output and 
participants weighed in to discuss.  
 

The co-chairs of the “Diagnostics, Prognostics, and Response” group, Dr. Christopher Lieu and Dr. Deborah 
Keller, presented the slides and summary of their breakout group. Additional discussion following the 
report: 

● There was discussion in the breakout around what industry partners would need to bring to the 
table, including diversity, to be considered a funding partner.  

● Lieu asked if CCA should fund a clinical trial on ctDNA or if this should be left to industry or NCI? A 
couple of people responded that NCI’s timeline  would be too slow or nonexistent.  

● Patients are coming in talking about specific drugs. Industry is doing its own trials but there’s no 
data.  

● The large amount of assays may be a complicating factor. A head-to-head comparison of ctDNA 

tests could be meaningful. Companies won’t do this themselves. We’d have to pay for the assays 
and determine if that is worth our while. Would need hundreds of thousands of samples.  

● CCA could work with industry to help make things readily available and affordable, as well as  

understanding the distinction between “MRD type ctDNA” or full profiling.  
 
The co-chairs of the “New Targets and Improved Therapies” group, Dr. Nilo Azad and Dr. Alan Venook, 

presented the slides and summary of their breakout group. Discussion following the report back:  
● CCA is uniquely good at intramural work, as Never Too Young demonstrates. Some of these 

informatic efforts could be done by CCA collaborators as opposed to via a grant mechanism.  
● Regarding what CCA could do internally versus what may be better as external grants, Azad stated 

that data gathering/housing of big data could be done internally, since it would require concurrent 
staff over time to keep it updated even if/when funding runs out. Funding of a large program would 
be an extramural grant, funded by CCA but run by an investigative team.  

● Kopetz wondered if there are opportunities for new data generation. He pointed to the TCGA as 
one of the top three things that have pushed oncology forward. Barriers are lower now. 
Partnerships with profiling companies may be a strategy to explore.   

● Someone suggested using the model of the Pancreatic Cancer Action Network and their Precision 
Promise clinical trial. We can learn from organizations that have been successful. It’s “a way to put 
an umbrella over the silos.” Having basic science, translational, and clinical efforts under the 

umbrella is meaningful.  
    
The co-chairs of the “Precise and Equitable Implementation of screening and Care” group, Dr. Rachel Issaka 

and Dr. Scott Kopetz, presented the slides and summary of their breakout group. Discussion following the 
report back: 

● Interest in screening tools other than colonoscopy, such as blood tests, that would encourage more 
screening. We know colonoscopy is still the gold standard and blood tests may encourage 

individuals to get a colonoscopy and such increased uptake could save lives. 
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● Consider well visit point-of-care screening, and then if needed, schedule the colonoscopy right 
then. Stool-based tests take several days. The key is quickness is turn around so folks aren’t lost. 

● It was said that colonoscopy is expensive and invasive; does not meet current standards of ideal 
screening (inexpensive, non-invasive, early detection matters.) Other options should be our #1 
priority. If we want to serve underserved people, colonoscopy is out of reach. Early detection is in 

payer’s interest as well so we may have leverage there.  
● Several discussed the importance of how transportation must be considered to remove structural 

barriers. A home test would be a good option for those who can’t get to a doctor’s office. There are 
more and more direct-to-consumer screening assays hitting the market. We should think about 

how to bridge the gaps between those tests and actual intervention.  
● One place where the Alliance can have impact – create quality standards for colon cancer 

screenings  

● There was discussion about the value of the stool test and how it relates to colonoscopy and other 
tests. Some people still don’t want to do stool tests. Will blood tests give enough detail? Multiple 
choices may be important for different needs. 

● Idea to combine the ideas from “Diagnostics, Prognostics, and Response” group discussion with this 
one, i.e., a cell-free DNA based project with a large screening component. 

      

Synthesis, Summary, and Meeting Close 
 
Perkins shared her summary of top-level themes from each working group. She launched four polls and 

asked attendees to select their top three within each breakout group area and also in the area of funding 
strategies. Here are the poll questions along with the most popular answers to each (based on percent of 
respondents prioritizing specific topics). 

 
Question #1 – What is the most important goal for the Alliance to pursue regarding Diagnosis, Prognosis, 
and Measures of Response?  

● Liquid Biopsies beyond ctDNA – 36% 

● Meta-analysis of existing ctDNA data – 32% 
● Funding a multi-institutional rectal cancer clinical trial utilizing ctDNA in the management of locally-

advanced rectal cancer including “watch and wait” – 32% 

● CRC organoid models and beyond to recapitulate patient exposure (including patient diversity) and 
biology – 32% 

 

Question #2 – What is the most important goal for the Alliance to pursue regarding New Targets and 
Improved Therapies? 

● AI-based RFA where multiple tumor features are assessed and data are collated from multiple 

institutions/investigators – 44% 
● National web-based location where patients can upload their medical records – patient reported 

outcomes Fund: industry partnerships, Citiizen ,etc. – 32% 
● Pulling together all of the already reported data that is in public databases – 28%  

 
Question #3 – What is the most important goal for the Alliance to pursue regarding Precise and Equitable 
Implementation of Screening and Care? 
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● Develop evidence-based interventions to overcome clinical trial access disparities based on race, 
age, or economics – 48%  

● Incentivize screening by payer/employer (i.e. direct-to-consumer check) – 48% 
● Support newly diagnosed patients; CCA to support CRC-associated patient advocacy 

initiatives/groups, reducing silos in advocacy community – 40% 

 
Question #4 - What are the two most important ways to fund research for the Alliance to ensure success in 
the fight against CRC?  

● Interdisciplinary teams: Require junior investigator involvement - 48% 

● Group Collaborative Project: Require junior investigator involvement - 36% 
● Early Career Investigators: Mentored by established investigators - 32%  

 

Perkins told attendees that the next step for this project would be to take all of the information gathered 
today and build a research strategy. She thanked the group for their enthusiasm, interest, and all the work 
put into making sure that the investments made will really benefit the field in the near and long term and 

propel a new generation of trainees as well as sustain current folks to do great work.  
 
In closing remarks, Summit co-chair Dr. Nilofer Azad thanked attendees as well as those who contributed 

to making the event possible. She said that the next step would be CCA going back and looking at all the 
great ideas generated today and then figuring out how feasible and realistic they would be, and what/how 
to implement in the short range, middle range, and long term. She told attendees that they would be 

called on again as the Alliance moves forward to provide input. Scott Kopetz and Michael Sapienza made 
closing remarks.  
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Appendix 1. Breakout Session summary slides. Diagnostics, Prognostics and Response 
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Appendix 2. Breakout Session summary slides. New Targets and Improved Therapies 
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Appendix 3. Breakout Session summary slides. Precise and Equitable Implementation of 
Screening and Care 
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Appendix 4. 2021 State of the Science Summit Agenda 

 

2021 State of the Science Virtual Summit 

October 4, 2021 – 10:00 am to 4:30 pm Eastern Time 

AGENDA 

 

10:00 am – 10:15 am 

Welcome and Summit goals – Michael Sapienza, Alliance CEO, and Summit Co-chair, Dr. Scott Kopetz 

10:15 am – 10:30 am 

Overview of Alliance portfolio – Andrea Goodman, Alliance VP of Patient Support & Research Strategy 

10:30 am – 11:00 am 

Keynote address: “I’m the only one who can fix our problems” – Dr. John Marshall 

11:00 am – 11:25 am  

Landscape findings & breakout session goals  – Dr. Louise Perkins 

11:25 am – 11:45 am 

Break 

11:45 am – 12:20 pm 

Birds-of-a-feather networking lunch discussions 

a. Early Career Investigator Networking: Discuss your research, mentorship, funding, and promotions.  

Moderator: Dr. J. Joshua Smith 

b. The Pandemic and CRC: Discuss what's worked and what hasn't during this difficult time.  

Moderator: Ali Miller 

c. Partners in progress: Friendly meet & greet to talk about general challenges & solutions to overcome them.   

Moderator: Dr. Louise Perkins 

d. Patient wisdom & lens: Patients to share their insights and wisdom with other stakeholders.  

Moderator: Kim Newcomer 

12:20 pm – 12:30 pm 

Networking lunch report & breakout session process re-cap – Summit co-chair Dr. Scott Kopetz & Dr. Louise Perkins 

12:30 pm – 12:45 pm 

Break 
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12:45 pm – 2:30 pm 

Breakout sessions to identify Alliance research priorities and funding strategies to accelerate progress and 

generate meaningful impact in colorectal cancer science. 

a. Brainstorm critical, provocative questions considering the landscape analysis and additional 

gaps opportunities in each group’s topic area ( 5 min) 

b. Define actionable research strategies to accelerate progress in the next 5 years (60 min) 

c. Describe the most impactful grant-making approaches for the Alliance that will address the above, sustain 

CRC researchers and train future leaders (15 min) 

d. Prioritize and wrap-up (15 min) 

Group 1: Diagnostics, prognostics, & response: Blood-based markers and next-generation 

approaches 

Moderators: Dr. Christopher Lieu & Dr. Deborah Keller 

Group 2: New targets and improved therapies: Research to improve immunotherapy, molecularly 

targeted therapy, and beyond, such as combinations and/or interventions like radiation, surgery 

Moderators: Dr. Nilofer Azad & Dr. Alan Venook 

Group 3: Precise and equitable implementation of screening & care: What research do we need to 

improve execution? 

Moderators: Dr. Scott Kopetz & Dr. Rachel Issaka 

2:30 pm – 2:45 pm 

Break 

2:45 pm – 3:45 pm 

Breakout groups report and joint discussion of recommendations  – Summit co-chairs Dr. Nilofer Azad & Dr. Scott 

Kopetz 

3:45 pm – 4:00 pm 

Break 

4:00 pm – 4:15 pm 

Synthesis of recommendations and summary of the day  – Dr. Louise Perkins 

4:15 pm – 4:30 pm 

Closing and final thoughts – Michael Sapienza & Summit co-chair Dr. Nilofer Azad 

 


